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Abstract
To improve the reconfigurable micro mobile robot cluster system based on precision detection, a positioning and
tracking system based on computer digital image processing technology was developed. The system consisted of
three subsystems: image acquisition and preprocessing subsystem, rapid positioning subsystem based on robot
marker recognition, and tracking subsystem based on position estimation. First, after studying the related algorithms in
the subsystem, the threshold selection method of adaptive gray weight conversion was proposed for image
preprocessing. Then, a fast positioning method based on marker recognition for miniature mobile robots was
proposed. The selection of micro-robot markers and the basis for judging the selection of moments were
given. A triangular projection positioning method was implemented, and related experimental results were
given. Finally, the windowing scanning algorithm was optimized. According to the speed and direction of the
robot, a tracking algorithm for position estimation was proposed. Through the simulation experiment, the
effect of system positioning tracking and the system reference time in 0.270 s were given. The results
showed that the system had high real-time performance.
Keywords: Mobile robot, Positioning and tracking, Image processing technology

1 Introduction
MEMS are microelectronic mechanical systems. It is a very
important technology for micro/nanotechnology [1]. After
more than 10 years of development, the demand for
micro-electromechanical systems that integrates micro-sensors, microprocessors, and micro-actuators has been increasing [2]. The development of multi-functional MEMS
products has become a hot topic. Miniature mobile robots
are new robotics technologies based on MEMS technology.
The miniature mobile robot is small in size. Its adaptability
is strong. It has unique advantages in the detection and precise detection of complex and unknown environments [3].
The micro mobile robot is a new robot technology developed based on MEMS technology. Compared with conventional robots, micro mobile robots can be used effectively
in unknown and complex environments [4]. For example,
rescue operations in complex and dangerous environments
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are difficult for ordinary robots to perform operations in
an unknown environment. However, a miniature mobile
robot can adapt to various terrains with its strong adaptability and it can detect unknown environments and carry
out rescue work through small caliber pipes. Therefore, the
research of micro-robots has received extensive attention,
and its superiority has also been recognized [5].
To realize the micro mobile robot reconstruction technology, the miniature mobile robot must be precisely controlled. However, for precise control, accurate positioning
of the mobile micro-robot and its path tracking are particularly important. If the location tracking system is not
equipped, the controller does not know the actual situation of the miniature mobile robot in a complex environment. It not only greatly restricts the development of
micro-robot technology but also sets obstacles for realizing the reconstruction of micro-mobile robots. Based on
the above reasons, a set of precise positioning of multiple
micro mobile robots is proposed. It provides precise control of micro-robots through a real-time tracking system.
Therefore, accurate positioning and tracking of the micro
mobile robot is achieved. This lays a solid foundation for
the reconstruction technology of micro mobile robots [6].
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2 State of the art
The difference between a modular robot and a conventional robot is that it can be used very effectively in
unknown environments and complex environments. Proteo
is an unconventional reconfigurable module robot. It was
proposed by Japanese scholars in 2000. Each module of the
robot is a rhombic dodecahedron. Each surface has a certain connection mechanism, so that modules and modules
can be interconnected. The bindiny mechanism is mainly
composed of electromagnets. The electromagnet bindiny
mechanism is mainly distributed on the edge of each
surface. The robot system is made up of a series of
diamond homogeneous units.
The Fractal reconfigurable robot was proposed by the
German scholar Michale in 1994. Fractal is a robot consisting of a series of identical cubes and bolts and a series
of slots. Each surface of the cube has bolts and grooves.
Through these mechanisms of bolts and grooves, the
robot completes geometric transformations to accomplish
specific tasks. The structure of the robot is achieved by
sliding a cube or series of cubes on the contact surface.
This mechanism seems to be difficult to achieve in reality.
Research results show that the vast majority of it only
appears in simulations.
Robot positioning is an indispensable part of the
reconfigurability of micro-mobile robots. Meng et al.
used eight Polaroid sonars to extract features such as
planes, corners, and cylinders in an indoor environment
and used AEKF fusion encoders and sonar information
to locate robots. Drumheller extracts line segment features from the indoor environment information acquired
by the sonar and matches the map to locate the robot.
However, the accuracy of sonar measurement is not
high. It has a “blind” defect. There is a great deal of uncertainty in the data returned by sonar.
3 Method: the processing flow of the global
positioning and tracking system
The micro mobile robot global positioning tracking system is used to locate the multiple robot clusters on the
experimental platform and capture the tracking system
in real time according to their trajectories. It is in the
entire micro-mobile robot experimental platform in the
information acquisition, and the real-time position information is passed to the control system. The control system corrects the moving route of the mobile robot so as
to realize the overall control of the miniature mobile
robot cluster and achieve the purpose of reconstruction.
Therefore, in the entire micro mobile robot experimental platform system, it is in the status of information
recovery and feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 1.
According to the characteristics of the mobile robot
platform, the global positioning system of the micro mobile robot consists of three major subsystems. The three
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of a miniature mobile robot experimental platform

major subsystems are the image acquisition and image
preprocessing module, the micro mobile robot label identification and positioning module, and the micro mobile
robot position estimation and tracking module.

4 Preprocessing of scene images of miniature
mobile robots
The image processing method mainly performs preprocessing, filtering, and segmentation on the image. This lays the
foundation for subsequent location tracking. The complexity of subsequent operations is reduced, the accuracy is
improved, and the real-time effects of the overall system
are improved.
The Gaussian kernel smoothing filter is an excellent
smoothing filter with very good performance. If the
spatial domain error is Δx, the frequency domain error
is Δω. Their relationship is as in formula (1):
ΔxΔω ≥

1
4

ð1Þ

The choice of the best filter is to optimize this relationship. The Fourier transform of the Gaussian function
is still a Gaussian function. Therefore, the Gaussian
function can form a low-pass filter with smooth performance in both the time domain and the frequency
domain. Gaussian filters can be optimized in both the
time and frequency domains [7].
A Gaussian smoothing filter is used to filter the scene
image. The template operation is used in the specific
processing process, which can avoid complicated mathematical calculations, and the method is simple and the
processing speed is fast. The Gaussian template used is:
2
3
1 2 1
1 4
2 4 25
ð2Þ
16
1 2 1
The processing results are shown in Fig. 2.
Image segmentation is based on the criteria of image
features or feature sets to divide the image plane into a
series of “meaningful” regions, which is the first thing
that needs to be done to achieve automatic image analysis.
In the Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represents the part that needs to
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the pixels in the window, and then take their mean as
the threshold [8]. C represents the current pixel, and P
is an eight-neighbor pixel of C. maxValue represents the
maximum gray value of the eight-neighborhood pixels,
and minValue represents the minimum gray value of the
eight-neighborhood pixels. The threshold is set to:
T¼

(a) Before processing

(b) After processing

be smoothed.Taking the system processing reference time as
the standard, the grayscale threshold segmentation is used
to binarize the image. The theory of classical grayscale adaptive threshold selection was introduced. Combined with the
particularity of the experimental scene, a method of scene
binarization based on adaptive gray threshold selection is
proposed. This method has a fast processing speed, good
real-time performance, and good segmentation effect.
A simpler method of adaptive threshold selection is to
determine a neighborhood window centered on each
pixel, calculate the maximum and minimum values of

ð3Þ

The 50*50-pixel window is used for the alignment
scan. In this way, the adaptive threshold selection can be
completed with the highest efficiency and the image segmentation binarization processing can be completed.
Grayscale histogram extraction is performed on the
image in the scanning window, and different grayscale intensities are weighted. The grayscale threshold of the
image area is between 250 and 255. Therefore, the weight
of the grayscale intensity in the threshold of the region is
increased, and the weight of the grayscale intensity of the
image background is correspondingly reduced.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results of gray weight
conversion. Two hundred fifty different pixels were used.
The gradations are 0 to 250, respectively. After completing
the weighted histogram extraction, the optimal gray
threshold is selected by means of the concept of low-pass
filter in the discrete signal processing system [9]:
T best

Fig. 2 The effect of Gauss smoothness

maxValue þ minValue
2

 


1n I max

¼ max T i 
β; T i < T I max
1n I Ti

ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), Tbest represents the optimal gray threshold.
Imax represents the strongest grayscale intensity in the
window. TImax represents the grayscale threshold of the
grayscale corresponding to the strongest grayscale intensity. β is a fixed constant. The optimal gray threshold is
to find the first gray point with the attenuation degree β
from the strongest point of gray to the minimum gray
direction and use this point as the optimal gray threshold. In the system, the value of β is 2.3.
Under the same conditions, this kind of image binarization method based on adaptive selection of optimal
gray-scale threshold was simulated. Since the method
first looks for Tbest, when the Tbest does not exist, it is
no longer necessary to perform calculations on the
pixels within the window. As a result, the computational
overhead is significantly reduced. The reference time is
only 23 ms. This method is still applicable in the environment where the continuity of light changes. Therefore, this method was chosen to be used in the global
positioning and tracking system of miniature mobile robots. Figure 4 shows the result of image segmentation.
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Fig. 3 The gray-weight transfer experiment

5 Fast localization of micro mobile robot based
on mark recognition
5.1 Feature extraction and marker selection of robot
markers

The feature description of the robot tag refers to the use
of some special algorithms to extract the imaged robot tag
information. Its unique features are preserved. It can be
described in computer-cognizable form, such as numerical
value and display, so as to realize the description of the
mark. This form of computer-recognized image information is called the feature value of the image [10]. The characteristic value of the image may be a single value, but it
may also be a set of single values. Regardless of the image

(a)
Fig. 4 Comparison of image binarization

Original scene

feature value has several numeric elements, it must have a
one-to-one correspondence with the image tag itself.
The moment invariant of the image is used to mark
the robot. The geometric moment function is defined as
follows:
X
mpq¼
xp yq f ðx; yÞ
ð5Þ
ðx;yÞ∈C

μpq ¼

X

ðx−xÞp ðy−yÞq f ðx; yÞ

ð6Þ

ðx;yÞ∈C

Five different micro mobile robots need to be tracked
in the micro mobile robot global positioning tracking

(b)

The result of the
binarization of the image
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system. According to the requirements, the five micro mobile robot models are marked with Arabic numerals, and
the circular geometric shape embedded with Arabic numerals is used as the robot candidate mark. n is 3, and m is
1. The geometric moments were tested under the same
conditions. The experimental results are shown in Table 1:
It can be seen from the experimental results that the
geometric moment value is outstanding in the rotation
and translation, which meets the system requirements.
There is a slight deviation in the dimensional invariance,
but the system does not require high-dimensional invariance. Therefore, the geometric moment image feature operator satisfies the needs of the system, and the algorithm
is used to match the robot markers on the scene image.
When the tag recognition system completes the identification of the image scene robot, and locks the area, it is
necessary to calculate the center point of the marker, so as
to determine the location of the robot. The common practice is to scan the entire area of the black pixel in the area
and calculate the center position of the black pixel. Then,
the white pixel center position is calculated in the same
way. The weighted average of two center positions and the
marked center position is considered to be the position of
the robot’s scene.
This general positioning method is very accurate for
strictly geometrically symmetrical graphics. However, the
system’s tags include Arabic numerals. It is non-geometrically symmetrical. Therefore, the traditional positioning
method will affect the positioning accuracy. A triangular
projection mapping method based on the principle of similar triangles is proposed. The principle is shown in Fig. 5.
The principle is a similar triangular projection mapping.
The algorithm is also named accordingly.
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The circular mark is reduced to the base of the
triangle, and the diameter D of the circular mark is the
base of the triangle. For a given base, an isosceles triangle with a height of H can always be made. Obviously,
the apex O of the isosceles triangle at this time is the
projection of the circular mark center C in the isosceles
triangle region. The remaining points can also be converged to the apex through an isosceles triangle projection. According to the triangular projection mapping
method, only the black pixel point information of the
edge of the mark is needed to calculate the position of
the center point, so that the center position of the mark
is accurately calculated. The positioning of the miniature
mobile robot in the global scene is realized.
5.2 Implementation of robot marking recognition and
positioning subsystem

Figure 6 shows the flow chart of the marking and location
subsystem of micro mobile robot. When the subsystem
receives the preprocessed robot scene image sent by the
image preprocessing subsystem, a 50*50 window scanning
is performed and the black and white ratio calculation is
performed. When the black-and-white pixel ratio of the
image scene information in the scanning window is close
to the mark black and white ratio, the window is locked
and the moment value is judged, and the robot serial
number is obtained.
Then, a triangular projection mapping is performed to
obtain the position of the mark in the image scene. Since
the actual scene of the robot corresponds to the image
scene one by one, when the position marked in the
image scene is obtained, the position of the robot in the
actual scene is also determined. Figure 7 shows the

Table 1 Verification of geometric moments
Number 1
Rotation angle (°)

Number 1

Number 1

Number 1

Number 1

Geometric moment value

0

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702

90

0.238

0.930

0.622

0.317

0.701

180

0.236

0.934

0.613

0.322

0.699

270

0.237

0.937

0.615

0.313

0.702

Zoom (multiple)

Geometric moment value

1

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702

0.5

0.234

0.936

0.618

0.310

0.708

1.5

0.236

0.935

0.618

0.314

0.703

2

0.239

0.940

0.622

0.313

0.711

Rotation angle (°)

Geometric moment value

− 45

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702

0

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702

45

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702

135

0.236

0.935

0.619

0.317

0.702
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Fig. 5 Triangle projection mapping

experimental results. The blue dot indicates the center
of the mark, that is, the position of the robot. The entire
process takes about 220 ms of reference time.

6 Fast localization results and discussions of
micro mobile robot based on mark recognition
Robot tracking is the same as robot identification and
positioning. It is also a hot issue in recent years. The entire micro mobile robot global positioning tracking system is based on image processing technology. The
trajectory of the robot movement also changes in real
time with the interference factors of the control system,
such as noise and mechanical factors, and the given path
is not determined. The robot itself has very low random
mobility. Therefore, the image window scanning method
tracks the positioned micro mobile robot.

Triangular projection positioning

Save the information
Fig. 6 Flow chart of the identification and positioning subsystem for
micro mobile robots

6.1 Traditional scans and tracking

The traditional fenestration scan tracking algorithm is
relatively simple, but its limitations are very large. Traditional window scanning and tracking algorithms have
high requirements on the real-time performance of the
system. If the system’s real-time performance is not
enough or the robot moves too fast, it will cause the
robot to run out of the established window scanning
range, resulting in the failure of the tracking algorithm.
To solve this problem, the window scanning window
can only be expanded. However, the risk of expanding

Fig. 7 Positioning result
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Fig. 8 Position estimation block diagram

the window scanning window is to further reduce the
real-time performance of the system. Since the number
of scanned pixels is squared-increase, the time complexity of the algorithm increases with the increase of the
windowing window into a geometric progression, which
will greatly reduce the real-time performance of the system. It can be seen from the above that the traditional
method of window selection for window scanning and
tracking has certain blindness. Therefore, traditional
window tracking algorithms cannot be applied to global
positioning and tracking systems.
6.2 Velocity-based location prediction and tracking
algorithm for mobile robots

Considering the limitations of traditional fenestration and
tracking, the algorithm is improved according to the
actual situation of the micro mobile robot system. Combined with the traditional method of window scanning, a
position prediction system based on robot speed is proposed, which can achieve a targeted window scan tracking,
thus solving the influence of the limitation of the window
scans and tracking method. The speed-based position estimation tracking algorithm first implements the speed conversion, that is, the actual speed value (mm/s) is converted
into a value (pixs/s) that passes the pixel points per
second. This value is called the image scene speed value.
The position estimation of a speed-based miniature
mobile robot can be represented as shown in Fig. 8.
The initial position is O(x, y) and the estimated position
is O′(x, y). H is:
0

H : O ¼ O þ u•T

ð5Þ

O′(x, y) is obtained. When the scene of the next frame of
the image is obtained, a square is scanned with O(x, y) as
the center and ρa as the side. a is the length of the external
square of the robot marker, and ρ is the suppression error
coefficient. There is noise in the control system. The
micro-robot experimental platform inevitably causes mechanical errors. It will further cause the deviation of the
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robot’s motion path. The ρ value is 1.2 in this system. The
position estimation tracking algorithm and the traditional
windowing scanning algorithm are compared through
simulation experiments. The experimental results are
shown in Table 2.
Obviously, the position estimation tracking algorithm
greatly reduces the number of points for window scanning, increases the real-time performance of the system,
and achieves the purpose of rapid capture and tracking.
6.3 Implementation of tracking algorithm based on
position prediction

The position estimation tracking algorithm is simulated
on the MATLAB simulation platform. The flow chart is
shown as in Fig. 9. When the global positioning control
system gets the global mobile robot global image scene
for the first time and passes through the image preprocessing subsystem and the mark recognition subsystem,
the position of the next position of the micro mobile
robot is estimated. When the system receives the image
processed by the image preprocessing subsystem for the
second time, window scanning is performed on the
image scene at the estimated position. The positioning
of the robot was then performed using a triangular projection method. The reference time for the entire global
positioning and tracking system is 0.270 s.

7 Conclusions
A global positioning and tracking system based on miniature mobile robots was discussed. The system mainly
includes three major subsystems: image acquisition and
preprocessing subsystems, robot tag identification and
positioning subsystems, and position estimation-based
tracking subsystems.
In the image acquisition and preprocessing subsystem,
the method of gray adaptive selection suitable for the
system is proposed, and the experimental results are
given. Based on the marker recognition, a robot-based
marker image recognition method is proposed to locate
the robot. The shape of the micro-robot mark is selected, and the image moment that describes the mark
feature is most suitable. The triangular projection mapping positioning method for fast positioning is described.
Finally, the specific implementation of the subsystem is
given, as well as the reference time and scene effects. In
the location estimation and tracking research, a window

Table 2 Experimental comparison of position prediction tracking algorithm
Location estimation tracking algorithm

Traditional window scanning

Speed (mm/s)

1.6

3.3

5.0

1.6

3.3

5.0

Hit

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Scanning points

360

360

360

342

7280

24,800

Reference time (s)

0.017

0.018

0.016

0.017

0.184

0.860
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Fig. 9 Flowchart of location estimation tracking algorithm

estimation scanning algorithm based on position estimation
is proposed. Based on the comparison of experimental results, the correction of the traditional window-opening
scanning tracking algorithm based on the position
estimation-based window scanning tracking algorithm is
given. The specific process and simulation results of the
subsystem implementation are given.
A global positioning tracking system for miniature mobile
robots was studied. At present, the system reference period
is 0.277 s. Real-time performance basically meets the requirements. However, if the system reference time can be
further shortened and the real-time performance is further
improved, the positioning accuracy of the system will also
be improved. This system is based on the reconstruction of
micro-robots. The positioning and tracking of the micro
mobile robot is realized, but it does not have the function
of detecting the direction of motion of the robot. Since the
reconstruction of the micro mobile robot requires the
docking of the connector, there is also a requirement for
direction detection with the robot. To serve the
micro-robot reconstruction, the global positioning and
tracking system should also add the function of detecting
the direction of the micro-mobile robot, which is convenient for the reconstruction of the micro-mobile cluster. In
addition, the global positioning and tracking system should
also have the monitoring function of the overall coordinated control of the robot cluster. The system should be
added to the overall coordinated control and monitoring of
the robot cluster to realize the role of the robot barrier and
the overall motion path planning, so as to prepare for the
real reconstruction of the micro mobile robot.
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